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Palestine Red Crescent Society 
Gaza Situation Updates 

This report covers the period of 18/01/2009 (09:00am) till 19/01/2009 (09:00am)  

 
The first day after the cease-fire in Gaza Strip witnessed many tragic scenes that the 
Israeli occupying forces left behind. PRCS medical teams and other medical and relief 
personnel entered the isolated areas to search for the wounded and deaths. According 
to PRCS sources the Red Crescent teams removed 35 bodies from under the rubbles 
of the destroyed houses, including children and women.  
 
PRCS teams are working on restoring the 
operations room in Gaza after it stopped 
functioning due to the Israeli army attack on Al 
Quds hospital last Thursday.  
 
PRCS teams are trying to restore the 
communication lines and assessing the 
damages caused to PRCS Al Nur medical city 
by the Israeli army, which according to PRCS' 
initial assessment will costs more than 10 
millions Dollars.  
 
Dr. Wael Ka'adan Director of PRCS health 
services said that the search operation for 
bodies under the rubble continues. He  
estimated that there are a number of the bodies 
still under the rubble. He added that the PRCS, 
ICRC, UNRWA and civil defense crews are 
facing difficulties in reaching the victims in 
certain areas due to the huge destruction in the 
roads and buildings in the devastated areas. He 
pointed that the number of fatalities is expected 
to rise. Yesterday more than 100 bodies were 
found under the rubbles of the destructed 
houses in Beit Lahiya, Al Atatra, and Al 
Zaytoon areas.  
  

 

Medical personnel removing dead 
bodies form under the rubbles 
 

Damages in PRCS premises 

 

PRCS sees that the Israeli authorities must bear 
the responsibilities toward the humanitarian 
suffering caused by its aggression to the 
civilians in the Gaza Strip, particularly children, 
who constitute 56% of the total population, 
women, elderly and people with special needs.  
In addition to its responsibilities toward the 
mass destruction of privet property and 
infrastructure. A Palestinian child sit on the rubble of a 

destructed house 
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According to MOH statistics the distribution of  
casualties is the following: 

 

Total number of Deaths Children  Women  Elderly Medical 
Personnel 

1300 446 110 108 14 
Total number of injuries     

5340 1855 795 NA 24 
Please note that the casualties' numbers above are not final since there any unknown 
number of casualties in areas that the medical teams could not enter till the moment.  
 
Total number of deaths and injuries served by PRCS medical teams and 
ambulances: 
 

Deaths Injuries 
700 2400 

 
Number of houses damaged during the 
military operation: 
 

Totally damaged  Partially damaged 
4000 16000 

 

 

 
An elderly Palestinian near his destructed 
house. 

 

Urgent needs:  
 
PRCS medical facilities in Gaza Strip need disposables, medicine, medical 
equipments, Humanitarian aid, relief items, food, water, fuel etc…for more 
information on the PRCS urgent needs please see the Preliminary PRCS Emergency 
Appeal 2009- Gaza Strip  at the following link: 
http://www.palestinercs.org/Reports/PRCSPreliminaryEmergencyAppeal2009GazaStrip.pdf 
   
 

Donate to alleviate the humanitarian suffering in Gaza: 
 

PRCS launched Gaza emergency appeal 2009 that could be access through 
PRCS website www.palestinercs.org 
 

Direct donations could be done through Palestine red crescent special  
account number 9090- 652753/513  - Arab Bank  - Ramallah Al Balad 

Branch, Swift No. ARABPS 22090 - Correspondent Bank: CREDIT SUISSE 
 (HEAD OFFICE) - ZURICH CH - SWIFT CODE: CRESCHZZ80A 
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  OUR USD ACC. # 0835080431314780 
THROUGH: AMERICAN EXPRESS 
SWIFT CODE: AEIBUS33 - ROUTING # 026001591 
 
Or  
 

Donate online through special account at Map Canada  
 

You can donate on line by clicking on the link  http://www.mapcan.org/english.html 
and click on ‘’donations’’, then select the button donate now of 

‘’Canadahelps’’  
  
Select ‘’Medical aid for Palestine’’, then ‘’ Emergency Campaign for 

Gaza’’for the fund designation and finally write  for PRCS in the note section.. 


